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Abstract—Developers usually need to use different kinds of
tools in the software development process, e.g., version control systems, code review tools, and bug or issue tracking
systems. Some of those tools provide an enhanced approach
for developers to communicate, i.e., discussions are recorded in
the communication feature of those tools. There is important
information, i.e., discussions and decisions, registered by those
tools which are not propagated to the project documentation:
the transient information. Thus, this work investigates how to
improve the software documentation by making such transient
important information into persistent documentation as source
code comments. The results are relevant because they will aid
the comprehension of the source code not only during the
development process, but also in code reviews.
Index Terms—confusion, transient information, software documentation, development process

I. I NTRODUCTION
The development process requires developers to use different kinds of tools. For example, version control systems are
used to manage changes in the source code, code review tools
are used to verify the quality of the code changes by other team
members, bug tracking systems are used to report and track
bugs in the source code, and issue tracking systems are used to
report and manage issues in any artifact. Usually, these tools
also provide developers a means for communication, i.e., the
discussions among developers related to that specific artifact
are recorded within these tools. For instance, developers can
discuss a certain method in the code review tool, or a specific
issue design in the issue tracking system.
While all these tools improve the communication and the
development process, they also add a problem for the project
documentation. There are important discussions and decisions
being recorded by those tools (such as code review, or bug
and issue tracking systems) [1], [2] and they are transient
for the project, i.e., they are kept within the tool and do
not propagate further in the project artifacts. Such a scenario
can cause confusion in developers because they might not
be able to understand the source code they need to change
or review. For example, a code review in which the class
design was discussed and a decision was taken. Some time
later, a developer working on that same class might miss the
rationale, thus becoming confused. Thus, we believe that such
transient information which is relevant for the project should
become persistent documentation in the form of source code

comments, as they are permanent artifacts of the software
projects.
This paper describes a post-doctoral research proposal based
on my PhD thesis [3]. The background related to code review
is presented in Section II. Next, a synopsis of my PhD
dissertation is discussed by providing a summary of the general research problem and pointing out its main contributions
(Section III). The actual research proposal is presented in
Section IV. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section V.
II. C ODE R EVIEW
Code review is a technique of systematic examination of
code change, which can be conducted before or after the
change is integrated into the main code repository [4]. Code
changes submitted by a developer are reviewed by one or
more of their peers. It is an iterative process and can be
instantiated in different ways. As input, a code review receives
the original code change and the outcome is the reviewed
change, which might be either accepted or rejected. The
developer who wrote the code change is the author, and might
also be responsible for submitting the change for review. The
reviewers are responsible for assuring that the code change
is functionally correct, meets the performance requirements,
and follows the quality standards of the project. Code review
tools usually provide a set of common features: they show the
difference between the files (i.e., before and after the change)
and developers can either add general comments pertaining to
the entire change or pinpoint concerns or shortcomings about
a specific part of the change using inline comments.
Code reviews are an important practice for software quality
assurance [5]–[9]. Several open source projects, e.g., A N DROID , Q T , and E CLIPSE , and companies, e.g., M ICROSOFT ,
O RACLE, and S AMSUNG, have already adopted code review
as part of their development process. Likewise, several studies
have also shown that code review can provide multiple benefits
in the development process [4], [10]–[13]. The main goals
of code reviews are to find bugs in the code change, and
verify whether the project guidelines and coding style are
being respected [4], [14]–[17]. Furthermore, code reviews help
to improve the quality of the code in production, find better
ways to implement the change, spread the knowledge about
the source code, and create awareness of the changes in the
project [4], [10]–[13].

III. U NDERSTANDING C ONFUSION IN C ODE R EVIEWS
In this section, we briefly present a synopsis of my thesis.
A. Research Problem
Despite the benefits code reviews bring, they can incur
costs on software development projects, as they can delay the
merge of a code change in the repository and, consequently,
slowdown the overall development process [1], [18]. The time
invested by a developer in reviewing code is non-negligible [5]
and may take up to 10%–15% of the overall time invested
in software development activities [12], [17]. Furthermore,
performing a code review might not be such an easy task. In
fact, understanding the code change and its context is one of
the major issues reviewers face during code reviews [4], [12],
[19]–[21]. The merge of a code change in the repository can
be further delayed when reviewers experience difficulties in
understanding the change, i.e., when they are not certain of its
correctness, run-time behavior and impact on the system [4],
[12], [19]–[21].
We believe that confusion, i.e., a reviewer not being able to
understand something during the code review, can affect the
artifacts that developers produce and the way they work, and
hence, negatively impact the development process [4], [12],
[19]–[21]. For instance, the code review might take longer
than it should, the quality of the review might decrease, more
discussions might take place, or even the code change might
be blindly accepted or summarily rejected. As such, we believe
that a proper understanding of the phenomenon of confusion in
code reviews is a necessary starting point towards reducing the
cost of code reviews and enhancing the effectiveness of this
practice, thereby improving the overall development process.
In my PhD thesis, we tackle two important problems related
to confusion in code reviews. The first one is the lack of
knowledge as to how confusion influences and affects the
code review process. So far, the phenomenon of confusion in
code reviews was not well-understood by the community: what
confusion is, what the reasons and impacts of confusion are,
and how developers cope with it. Understanding confusion is
crucial for researchers studying the impact of affective aspects
of software development on the development process and on
software itself, as well as for development teams aiming to
reduce the negative consequences of code reviews, such as
the delay of the development process.
The second problem, the lack of tools for confusion identification in code reviews, stems from the lack of knowledge
about confusion. Such tools are important for identifying
developers experiencing confusion, and in designing interventions to support them. The goal of my thesis is to mitigate
these two problems: the lack of knowledge about confusion in
code reviews, and the lack of tools for confusion identification.
B. Methodology
We conducted three different in-depth studies to address
the two problems described above. Firstly, we needed to
understand what confusion is. Thus, in our first study [22],
by researching studies from the field of Psychology, we

proposed a definition of confusion. Then, we explored machine
learning techniques in order to build an automated approach
for confusion identification, comprising two classifiers that can
automatically identify confusion in code review comments.
Subsequently, we focused on investigating the reasons for
confusion, its impacts, and the way developers cope with it [2].
We triangulated [23] data from a survey of 54 developers
with the manual analysis of 307 code review comments
manually labeled by the researchers as confusing: 156 are
general and 151 are inline comments. As result, we produced a
comprehensive model for confusion in context in code reviews
including 30 reasons, 14 impacts, and 13 coping strategies.
Finally, we deepened our focus further to investigate the
communicative intention of developers’ questions, i.e., the
talkative goal of the questions, as they are one of the causes
of confusion in code reviews [24]. Our findings suggest
that questions in code review serve diverse communicative
goals, e.g., requesting clarifications, discussing hypothetical
scenarios, and suggesting improvements.
C. Main Contributions
My PhD thesis offers several contributions. Most of them
provide new results and insights related to confusion in code
reviews. All the gold standard sets and classification models
are publicly available1 for research purposes [25].
• A confusion coding scheme, a gold standard set with code
review comments from A NDROID, labeled as confusion
and no confusion (comprising of 1,542 general and 1,190
inline comments), together with an automated approach
for detecting confusion in code review comments;
• A model of confusion in context, with the 30 reasons and
14 impacts of confusion in code reviews, as well as 13
strategies that developers adopt to cope with confusion;
• A series of practical and actionable suggestions to improve code review tools;
• A classification of the communicative intentions expressed in the developers’ questions in code reviews and
its gold standard set.
D. Discussion
We believe the three studies of my PhD theses are innovative
as, to the best of our knowledge, there was no research on
those topics before it. To accomplish this work, we needed to
carry out a multi-disciplinary research, involving works from
different areas such as Software Engineering, Education, and
Psychology, in order to characterize what confusion means,
the ways it manifests itself, and how it can be identified.
For instance, one of the contributions of our work is a
consolidation of several different views in a taxonomy about
confusion. Although this taxonomy targets mainly the software
development area, it can be employed in other contexts.
Furthermore, the model of confusion in context reveals
causes and mitigation strategies that, as far as it was possible
to ascertain, are not studied in the literature. For example,
1 https://github.com/felipeebert/confusion-in-code-reviews

as many situations of confusion are resolved through offline discussions that are not incorporated into the project’s
memory. In addition, it quantifies the prevalence of the causes
of confusion identified. The proposed classification may serve
as a basis for several new researches on code reviews.
Finally, the understanding of the communicative intention
of developers’ questions is important in scenarios where
communication occurs mainly via text and several nuances
of language are lost. It can also provide additional support to
increase the inclusion of neurodiverse developers, who may
have difficulty understanding this communicative intention,
e.g., individuals with autism or attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD).
E. Lessons Learned
We obtained a low number of responses in the survey we
employed, even though we had sent emails with personalized
salutation to developers. Another issue we see now is that a
large number of the developers we sent the survey to were not
contributing to the project for a long period. Thus, we learned
that to get better response rates we should follow a more
personal approach when contacting respondents. For instance,
we plan to avoid such problem by using the firehouse method
when contacting developers for interviews. In this way, we
will reach developers just after they have submitted the code
changes, and all information related to it will probably be fresh
for them. Thus, we believe they will be more likely to accept
our interview invitation.
IV. R ESEARCH P ROPOSAL
The research proposal we envision is still related to confusion during the development process. However, it has a bit
broader scope.
A. Context
Usually, developers use different channels for both communication and coding, e.g., version control systems (such
as G IT), code review tools (such as G ERRIT and G IT H UB),
bug tracking systems (such as B UGZILLA), and issue tracking
systems (such as J IRA and G IT H UB). On the one hand, all
those kinds of tools have provided great support for developers as they, for instance, facilitate developers contributing
to projects with branching and pull requests, and improve
their communication by centralizing the discussion of related
concerns, e.g., code reviews and issues. On the other hand, we
believe there is still a problem with the communication and
documentation in the development process: the discussions,
and possible relevant decisions made, among developers are
usually transient, i.e., they are recorded but only within each
tool. For example, if a code review has an important discussion
on why the code change has a certain design, it is likely that
rationale will remain only in the code review comment. The
same can happen with issue discussions. Thus, such relevant
and transient information will not be properly documented,
i.e., they will remain available only within each tool. We envision that such transient information should become persistent

within the project, e.g., by transforming them into source code
comments.
B. Research Goals
As shown by our model of confusion in context, several
factors related to documentation causes confusion: the most
prevalent one is missing rationale, but other factors are missing
documentation, and lack of context. Thus, we believe that one
step to reduce confusion and improve the development process
overall is by making important and transient information
persistent. Such approach can benefit developers in several
ways, e.g., a developer of a change will have “at hand” the
rationale of a design decision of a certain class so they will not
need to research or make questions about it, a reviewer will
be able to easily note that there was an specific issue with
an important discussion in the source code comment when
reviewing a code change, and mostly important, each relevant
information and decision about each part of the code will be
document as a source code comment near to that piece of
code.
Hence, the first goal of this proposal is to empirically
explore which pieces of transient information from different
tools, such as code review or issue tracker tools, are relevant
for developers and managers. We acknowledge this might be
a challenge, e.g., to decide how much, how often, and when
the information should be considered for documentation, but
we believe this an important step towards achieving our final
goal. Next, we need to be able to automatically identify such
important information. This comprises the second research
goal. Finally, the third goal is to use such information and
automatically generate source code comments to transform the
transient into persistent documentation.
As a final product of this research, we envision a bot that
could be integrated into the development process to reduce
confusion due to several factors and improve the documentation. For example, G IT H UB already provides several different
kinds of bots which automatize several different processes.
One of them is the TODO Bot2 which creates an issue in the
project when the developer pushes a code change with the
tag “@todo”. As such, we believe that a similar bot could
be implemented to make important transient into persistent
documentation. Thus, this bot could suggest source code
comments for developers in the closure of their tasks, e.g.,
when they close a issue or finish a code review they would be
prompted with the suggestion. In this way, the developer could
approve, change, or reject the code comments suggested by the
bot, making this process semi-automated to avoid undesirable
information being documented. Hence, the developer will be
able to decide on how much of the information it should be
documented. Additionally, by making the suggestion of the
source code comments in the end of developers’ tasks, we
hope to improve the usefulness and accuracy of the comments,
as the discussion will probably be finished.
2 https://github.com/probot/probot

For instance, consider a real scenario: the code review
318313 of A NDROID. We envision a bot suggesting the following source code comment “The dynamic section in the
current MIPS compiler is writable, so MIPS does not require
this exception now.” in the file linker.c as a response to the
reviewers question.
The initial research questions of this proposal are:
•
•

RQ1: Which transient information is relevant enough to
become persistent documentation?
RQ2: Which is the best approach to automatically identify such relevant information from different tools’ discussions (such as code review and issue tracker systems)?

C. Research Design
This proposal will require a mixed-method approach [23].
We plan to start with the dataset from our previous study [2]
which provides a classified set of code review comments and
their reasons for confusion. We will focus on the comments
with the reason for confusion related to documentation, e.g.,
missing rationale, lack of documentation, and lack of context.
Thus, we will survey developers which participated in those
code reviews and ask them which comments from the review
discussion they consider relevant enough to become persistent
documentation. Furthermore, we will also ask them where in
the source code they would like to have the comments. This
will create a initial gold standard set of relevant information
to be documented. In the same time, we plan to increase our
dataset of possible relevant information by manually labeling
new comments.
Furthermore, another approach we envisage is to use firehouse research [26], [27] to conduct interviews with developers. This research method has such name due to the fact that
the research requires events to occur that cannot be induced
by the researchers themselves, i.e., we would literally sit in a
“firehouse” waiting for a “fire to be reported” — a code review
or issue submission in our case. This means that we would be
“listening” for those events, and we would “run to the scene”
after a new review or issue submitted, and we consider they
might contain important information. Through this method, we
will be able to interview developers within at most a few days
from the day they submitted a code change to be reviewed or
issue to be solved. Hence, we could get fresh feedback on their
reasoning about the relevant parts of the discussions, and also
where in the source code they would add that information.
The goal of the previous steps is to build a dataset labeled
with relevant information for the project. With that, we plan to
explore machine learning techniques in order to automatically
identify transient and important discussions which should
become persistent documentation. Furthermore, we also plan
to experiment deep learning techniques for such a goal, as it is
capable of learning from data that is unstructured or unlabeled.
By comparing those two approaches we aim at answering the
RQ2.
3 https://android-review.googlesource.com/c/31831

Finally, the final step of this research will be the evaluation
of our tool with developers. We plan to build a prototype which
can accomplish this research goal and make an evaluation
with the end users. Such evaluation will require a controlled
experiment with developers and will assess the usefulness of
the suggestion of source code comments.
D. Related Work
Robillard et al. [28] envisioned a paradigm for developers
making queries and obtaining documentation on-demand. Ponzanelli et al. [29] presented a tool which automatically queries
S TACK OVERFLOW discussions and recommends them to the
developer in the IDE. Our proposal is complementary for those
studies as we plan to suggest documentation (source code
comments) to be persisted for developers based on information
from different sources.
Traceability link recovery studies [30]–[32], which proposed
means to connect high-level (e.g., requirements) and lowlevel artifacts (e.g., source code), will be considered to aid
linking discussion to code elements. Literature on discussion
summarization [33]–[35] will aid the suggestion of concise
comments. Research on identification of rationale [36], [37]
and detection of knowledge types in software artifacts [38],
[39] will provide insights on the kind of information to be
used on the source code comments.
E. Significance of the Research
We believe this research can bring new and important
insights about how and which transient information should
be documented as source code comments. Such research
will improve the project documentation as relevant pieces
of information, such as critical decisions from code review
comments, will remain persistent and easily accessible along
the whole development process. Additionally, developers can
benefit from having better documentation when either reviewing or implementing new code changes, making the code
review process faster.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a short synopsis of my PhD
thesis by focusing on the research problem and the main contributions. Based on the results of my PhD thesis, we propose
a new research with the ultimate goal of making transient, but
important, information persistent as source code comments.
We hope that it can contribute with several problems related to
the lack of documentation, rationale, and context, for instance.
Two research questions were proposed for the starting point,
but it of course can be re-evaluated during the course of the
research. In the end, we envision a bot that can automatically
identify and extract transient information and transform them
into proper documentation.
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